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ance in South Carolina—to go away blushing with angry
shame because the orgiastic singing and shouting had
made me tremble. It was the same sensation now—fol-
lowed quickly by the same self-contempt. I hoped the
Sheik el Melewi had not been watching me. This in-
ward emotional stress was brief, and I soon focused my
mind clearly enough to be quite sure of certain details
which followed. All of the red-hot implements began
almost immediately to fade and cool as they were waved
in the air, but I saw one man with a poker, while it was
still quite red, dart out his tongue and lick it repeatedly,
but each time with lightning swiftness. There was actual
contact, for fractional seconds at least, for I saw steam
rise. Others had pierced the flesh of their breasts with
long, sharply pointed spits and pins, and now leaped
about with them thrust through and dangling, but
none of these I saw was still red hot. They were stuck
through transversely, not more than a quarter of an inch
deep at any point, only through the skin and flesh, not
deep enough to transfix the corded muscles, and out again
at a point an inch or two beyond the spot where they were
inserted. I saw none of those who waved knives stick
them into their bodies. They slashed their shoulders and
breasts with the edges of the knives so that the blood
flowed, but did not cut themselves deeply* I looked
back for the man who had been pinned to the pillar,
but he was no longer there. He had released himself,
or been released by the sheik, and I supposed was now
leaping and howling with the others.
The frenzy lasted for about twenty minutes; then,
without any signal which I could observe, it began grad-
ually to subside. First one, then another, sank to the floor,

